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President Mills watches as Ross McCollum addresses the audience at the Ross
McCollum Law Center.

n February 7, the Board of Trustees held its regular mid-winter
I meeting on the campus of the Whittier College School of Law. The

Law School, of course, is an integral part of the College and it was
appropriate to provide an opportunity for Board members to visit the
School and talk with faculty and students. I am happy to report that the
Law School is undergoing rapid development and that it has earned a fine
reputation
You may recall that the College acquired the Beverly School of Law in
1974 and that subsequently the institution was renamed the Whittier
College School of Law and was relocated on a five-acre site in the
Hancock Park area of Los Angeles. In 1979 the Ross McCollum Law
Center was established, thereby recognizing a fine and generous
benefactor of the College. In 1980 we dedicated the Bewley Faculty
Library, honoring attorney Thomas W. Bewley '26, long-time member of
the Board of Trustees and Chairman of that body from 1957-77.
On December 15, ceremonies were held at the Law School dedicating
the new Peter Pitchess Moot Court. This fine new facility is named
after the man who for many years served with distinction as Los Angeles
County Sheriff. The Moot Court was constructed through the
generosity of Ross McCollum, a long-time friend and associate of
Sheriff Pitchess. Board Chairman R. Chandler Myers addressed the
audience and spoke of the importance to the College of high quality
legal education.
With an enrollment of over 400, a distinguished faculty, a library of
over 100,000 volumes and important new facilities, the School of
Law has become an increasingly important part of Whittier College.
Eugene S. Mills

Learning From Japanese
Managerial

SuccessRichard J. Wood

J

apanese business success continues to attract a great deal
of attention from both the popular
and scholarly press in the United
States. Much of the attention is
caused by fear, the kind of fear for
instance, stimulated by the
discovery that the Japanese share
of the U.S. machine tool market
has gone from under 4% to 50%
between 1976 and 1982. While we
should not minimize the serious
competitive problems faced by
American industry, fear, and the
protectionism it breeds, are not
constructive responses to foreign
success. One of the few things that
most economists can agree on is
that "Buy Domestic" campaigns
and other protectionist measures
such as quotas and tariffs hurt
our strong industries (for it is the
strong industries that can export
successfully) and protect our weak
industries. In short, trade wars
are like nuclear wars—there are only
losers, no winners.
Most serious attention in the
American business community to
Japanese success stems not from
fear, but from the belief that
we can learn from it. Mounting
evidence that Japanese managerial
approaches can and do work with
American workers gives substance
to this belief. While not every
Japanese attempt to manage
American workers has proved
successful, we are seeing some
impressive successes, from the Sony
plant in San Diego, California, to
the Kawasaki factory in Lincoln,
Nebraska, to the Honda plants
in Marysville, Ohio. In fact,
much of the management study of
Japan began after publication in
the Harvard Business Review
of comparative studies of "twin"
factories in the U.S. and Japan,
showing that Sony Corporation is
able to achieve comparable production and quality control in its San
Diego plant, an American factory
staffed by American workers
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In one of the shipyards in Kobe, where the world's largest tankers are built today,

but managed by Japanese, using
modified Japanese management
techniques.
In the rest of this brief article,
I will sketch five areas of
Japanese management success
from which I believe American
managers can learn to their benefit:
(1)
Attitudes toward workers;
(2)
Management development; (3)
Attitudes toward quality and
techniques ofquality control;
Financing the future; and
(4)
Compensation policy.
(5)

Attitudes toward workers:
Since so much attention has
been paid to the loyal, highly
motivated, competent, hardworking Japanese work force, even
to the point of suggesting that
Japanese industrial success has
more to do with workers than
management, it is worth
emphasizing that Japan did not
always have such a work force.
Labor strife was a serious problem
in the early decades of this
century. A plausible case can be
1

made that the virtues of the
current Japanese work force are
in large part the result of
development of a labor
relations system that adapted
traditional, widely shared, values
to a modern industrial setting. One
can still see those traditional values
at work in small corporations in
rural settings. While there is a high
traditional value placed on work
(one we share), the regular workers
in my friend's sake brewery in
Gifu Prefecture accept, even expect
a degree of support and involvement from their boss that we find
surprising. The owner/president
is expected to provide advice and
counseling, sometimes emergency
loans, and he or his wife may be
turned to for help in finding a
suitable spouse. These are
traditional expectations. The most
important such expectation is
that if business turns down, the
owner will do everything possible
to preserve these workers' jobs.
There is a strong expectation that
everyone share in hard times.
Perhaps the word 'regular'
in the preceding sentence should
have been emphasized, for such
small businesses (as well as large
ones) also employ significant
numbers of 'temporary' workers,
who have no such expectations.
These workers are employed as
seasonal demand requires, and lead
a fragile existence. Many are
'temporary' workers all their lives.
They know their jobs will disappear
as soon as demand slackens; apart
from the slender hope of becoming
a 'regular' worker, there is little
to motivate them.
The difference between Japanese
and most American managers'
attitudes toward their workers is
clear: We tend to treat all workers
as the Japanese treat their temporary workers. Through unemployment compensation laws or union
contracts, a small minority of
American workers have achieved
fairly high job security. But beyond
that they have little stake in the
corporations for which they work.
There is a very elementary, but
basicquestion that any manager
should ask when confronting
the problem of labor productivity:

What have we built into our labor
relations system to give workers
a stake in productivity and quality?
For 'regular' workers, who
comprise about 35% of the
industrial work force in Japan and
are regarded by their managers
as the core on which the company
can rely, even the large corporation
has built into their relationship
features that give those workers a
stake in the company. Foremost
among these is the promise of
secure employment, barring
economic disaster, usually until
age 60.
A dramatic example of how a
Japanese company rewards the
loyalty of its workers was provided
by Mazda when it ran into a sales
slump in the mid-seventies. Rather
than lay off regular workers, Mazda
farmed some out to auxiliary
enterprises, and made others into
automobile salesmen. Mazda
dealers suddenly had available to
them free salesmen to help move
the cars and thus recover from
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the slump. At the same time the
company was redesigning its
engines and cars for the new market
reality of high gas prices. GM and
other American companies have
had similar experiences, but they
laid off their workers while
redesigning their products. It does
not take much imagination to see
that the Mazda workers will have a
different attitude to their employer
than the GM workers. The
corporation which is not loyal to
its workers cannot expect loyalty
from them.
A second important aspect of
Japanese managers' attitudes
toward workers is their expectation
that workers have ideas and that
those ideas are worth taking
seriously. A successful American
manager with long Japanese
experience calls this "Treating
every employee like a VIP." His
point is that few actions affirm our
humanity more than being listened
to with respectful attention.
Managers should understand his
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Kobe ship building yards. Nearly 34% of Japan's exports are shipped from here.
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point, for we tend to regard not
being listened to as a serious
offense. Example: In installation
of a new machine tool in Japan,
the people who are going to run it
will be involved as consultants.
They know things the engineers
do not, and by being involved in
the installation acquire a stake
in productive operation of the new
machine. The often noted practice
of Japanese managers spending
social and recreational time with
their work group is another
way they treat workers as people.
Two added ingredients of
Japanese corporate success are
worth brief mention, even though
they are not products of management. First, the Japanese manager
can assume a highly literate
managerial and work force—literacy
that extends to mathematical
skills as well as written. While we
should not emulate the weaknesses
of Japanese education, we do
need major reforms that will ensure
that high school graduates have
the written, verbal, mathematical,

Workers in the Kai Razor factory.

scientific, and historical literacy
needed to contribute to high technology industry. This reform
needs to begin at the level of college
and university entrance requirements, for it is difficult for the
schools to require what the university says one doesn't need!
Second, the low crime rate
brings enormous economic savings
and allows great flexibility. Crimes
against people and property add
significantly to our costs, and
make us less competitive in the
world marketplace.

Management Development:
I believe that much of Japanese
management success lies in their
ways of developing managers.
The above-mentioned features of
Japanese treatment of workers
apply to managers; they form the
background for Japanese management development. To the loyalty
of the company to its employees
and willingness to value their
opinions, for those slated to become
managers one must add: (a) Systematic rotation through the
various departments of the
business, so that no one can rise to
top management knowing in detail
only one side of the company.
The commitment to long-term
employment is a presupposition of
this rotation, for it would not be
economically feasible if
employees quit in a few years;
(b) An elaborate system to
discourage competition among
peers. In general, one does not rise
in Japanese management at the
expense of one's peers in the
company. (The opposite is often
true in the U.S.) This system
includes avoiding private offices
for most managers, promoting and
rewarding primarily on seniority,
organization of managers into
work groups, groups that are
perioc.ically shuffled, and paying
a significant portion of annual
salary in bonuses that are closely
tied to corporate success. Avoidance
of peer competition is partly a
traditional value, but it is also
highly functional because it
facilitates the flow of information
in the corporation.
It would not be wrong to
regard Japanese management organization as one designed to facilitate
the gathering, dissemination, and
use of information. Knowledge
is indeed power, and if a manager is
concerned to protect himself or
herself from others within the
company, important information
will be held closely rather than
shared, unless sharing it is in the
interest of the holder. Corporate
interests become less important.
Finally, the long-term stake in the
company built into the employment system allows Japanese
managers to make and act on longterm plans; there is less temptation
to adopt 'band-aid' solutions to
problems that make the manager
look good in the short run but

make things worse in the long run.
Surveys showing that many
young MBA's have only 18-month
horizons for their jobs should
alarm American managers.
Attitudes Toward Quality:
Scholars of management
have noted the irony that the work
of an American expert on quality
control, William Deming, is valued
much more in Japan than in his
own country. The major Japanese
manufacturers' association gives
an annual award to the company
that has done the most to enhance
quality. It is called the Deming
Award. Deming's pioneer work is
available in libraries, and is
worth reading. He developed
statistically-based ways to determine what level of quality is needed
for a given product and where
the systemic source of quality
problems are. Again, drawing partly
on tradition and partly on modern
techniques, Japanese managers
have created a quality control system worth careful study. There
is more to it than Deming's techniques, important though they
are. Nor do all Japanese
corporations use 'quality circles'.
But they have developed an
acute awareness of the high costs
of defects, have a way to measure
and identify their sources, have
designed a system that gives
wor<ers a stake inquality, and are
meticulous about clean shops.
They have also made voluntary
industry association quality
standards work, not because they
are by nature cooperative, but
because they have learned that
low quality costs.
Financing:
When they began the Herculean
task of catching up with the
industrial West in the late nineteenth century, the Japanese
realized that financing would be
a key element. While the methods
of making available low-cost
financing changed after World War
II, the government's policy of
making such financing available to
industries with a future has not
changed. Contrary to popular
American myth, Japanese business
is not less regulated than U.S.
business. Especially in the environmental area, Japanese regulations
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A female precision-worker in one of the
world famous firms producing photographic equipment.

are often tougher than are ours.
Nor are Japanese wages lower—in
many industries they are higher.
Probably too much has been made
of the "government-business
partnership" in Japan, with too
little specification of how government and business interact.
The Japanese government plays
an important role in planning and
coordinating business activities, for
the Ministry of International Trade
and Industry sees as one of its tasks
encouraging the overall development of the Japanese economy.
Probably the key difference
from the U.S. is that the Japanese
do, as a whole, see themselves as
participating in a world market. We
tend to be so blinded by the size
of the U.S. market that we fail
to think internationally. Thus the
government in Japan does underwrite, primarily through the
Development Bank of Japan, lowinterest financing to industries
that it sees as vital to Japan's
long-term success in the world
market. Such financing is available
to high technology, knowledgeintensive industries, but not to an
acquaintance of mine who owns
a fairly large spinning company—
he is on his own in the fiscal
marketplace.

4

One of the most creative
examples of government/business
cooperation in Japan was the
establishment of a governmentbacked corporation to buy
industrial robots and lease them to
manufacturing concerns. In one
stroke, this corporation solved one
of the key problems in developing
and marketing an expensive new
technology. The problem with such
technologies is that the developer/
maker needs a substantial market
to bring down unit costs, and the
potential user cannot afford the
early models nor the risk if
the technology is unsuccessful. The
government-backed corporation
solved both problems. It provided
the makers of industrial robots
with a guaranteed market, and by
leasing them lowered the risks
to the manufacturers who tried
them. In effect, what the government corporation did was to
assume the risk. Since the technology is proving highly successful,
all parties to the exchange have
profited. It is no accident
that two-thirds of all industrial
robots are found in Japan. Such
creative government support of
business innovation makes far
more sense than bailing out failing
companies in declining industries.
Compensation:
The bonus system has already
been mentioned, but Japanese
approaches to compensation are
worth additional discussion.
In Japan, the system of longterm employment has made
unnecessary the practice of paying
the enormous wages to managers
that is customary among U.S.
corporations. The Japanese learned
long ago that money is only part
of compensation, and that it
alone is not a very good motivator.
They do use income as a
motivator, however, primarily
through the bonuses based on
corporate profitability. But the
success of the bonus system
cannot be separated from the
system of long-term employment.
James O'Toole, in his important
book, Making America Work, shows
that economic incentives alone do
not bring the desired results. The
Japanese have shown that bonuses
based on profitability, when

linked with peer group pressure
for excellence and long-term
commitment to the company, can
motivate employees and managers.
Some U.S. experiments are described and evaluated in Making
America Work. It is clear that
we have not done enough to give
our employees and lower level
(maybe even upper level) managers
a significant personal stake in
corporate success (which is not the
same as production, or even
short-run profits).
In these brief paragraphs I have
tried to identify areas in which I
think we can learn, to our own
benefit, from Japanese successes. I
cannot think of anything more
appropriate, for much of what I
have described all too briefly, is the
result of creative Japanese learning
from us. Sometimes turnabout is
fair play—and good business.

Dr. RichardJ. Wood speaks and writes
Japanese fluently and lived in Japan with
his wife, Judy, for more than three years.
Currently Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of Faculty at Whittier,
Dr. Wood received his advanced degrees
from Yale University, where he was
the recipient of Danforth and Woodrow
Wilson Fellowships. It was on a FulbrightHays Research Study Grant that he first
went to Japan in 1968-69 and on a Japan
Foundation Research Fellowship that
he returned there in 1973-74.
Dick and Judy will be leading a threeweek alumni study/tour of Japan in
October 1983. Further details of this
exciting trip will be available shortly.

"Evening Skies and Spring Trees"
(Du Fu, Tang Dynasty)

W

hen Xiao Kejia was born
on May 30, 1963, her
parents had no idea that within the
next twenty years their daughter
would be a national figure. Yet,
through Kejia's talent as a gifted
calligrapher, she has experienced
national recognition, as well as
support and publicity in many
foreign countries.
Born of parents with backgrounds in education and being
the granddaughter of 88-year
old Xiao Lao, a well-known
contemporary calligrapher and
poet in China, Kejia's prowess in
calligraphy seems natural. She
beganpracticing at the age of nine,
using the works of many famous
ancient calligraphers.
After mastering the original
form, Kejia then moved on to the
script and cursive forms, and
began her study of both contemporary and ancient calligraphers.
This study has led to Kejia's
development of her own independent style, using a combination
of the bold and delicate, the

flowing and the punctuating. This
remarkable style, beyond the
confines of any single school or
form, is recognized not only
by masters of calligraphy, but by
the general public as well.
Additionally, Kejia has mastered
the art of writing with both hands
simultaneously—each hand producing a different character.
In 1976, when she was only
13 years old, Kejia's works were
exhibited throughout China and in
Tokyo and Nagasaki, Japan. At
this time, the Chinese Xinhus
News Agency interviewed her and
published a feature article on
her for foreign cirtulation. Since
then, she and her works have
been publicized on the China
Television Network and in many
newspapers and magazines.
In 1979, a documentary
featuring Kejia was produced by
the Chinese Central News
Documentary Productions Agency
for foreign circulation. She has
competed in several national
calligraphy exhibitions and her
works have been regularly
presented to foreign governments
and institutions as official gifts.

Upon her graduation from high
school in 1980, Kejia was admitted
to Whittier College on full
scholarship. On her way to America,
she stopped in Japan for two
individual exhibitions of her calligraphy in Tokyo and Nagano. The
success of these exhibits led to
interviews by several Japanese publications and her appearance on
a Japanese television program,
where she was billed as the
"Chinese Prodigy."
Since her arrival in the United
States, New York City's China
Post has published a 13-part series
of her life and works. For the
most part, however, Kejia is busy
studying English, mathematics, and
the arts at Whittier and still
practicing her calligraphy on a
daily basis.
The College is extremely proud
that this very talented young
woman should have chosen to
attend Whittier for undergraduate
study. She has not been spoiled
by acclaim. Her personal
sweetness and her fresh and
engaging personality have won her
many friends among her classmates, the faculty and members of
the administration. Without
doubt in future years she will rank
as one of the outstanding Whittier
alumnae.
An exhibition of her work was
well attended in the Mendenhall
Gallery from January 3-29
and she hopes to have the opportunity to present her artwork
to a wider audience in the
United States before long, bringin
to the West the "Chinese Prodigy'
of the East.
The title for this article is taken
from a poem by Du Fu, on his
friend Li Bo. The reference is to
their respective places of abode—
the phrase is used to express
longing for absent friends. The
calligraphy is by Xiao Kejia.
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The Arab- Israeli Conflict
Robert S. Wang, Ph.D.

The Sphinx and the pyramid of Khafre at Giza.

W

hy does a Chinese-American professor of political
science, with absolutely no background in Middle East studies,
suddenly decide to take three years
off at the beginning of his career
to try to understand the ArabIsraeli conflict?
This was probably the most frequent question asked of me during
my travels around the Middle East
in the past few years, and probably
a question in the minds of a
number of my colleagues and
students. Sometimes, I even find
myself asking the same question
and not entirely sure of the answer.
I suppose I could argue, as I have,
that the Arab-Israeli conflict has
rather important implications for
the overall strategic balance between the East and the West in so
far as it occurs in a region considered to be the crossroad between
three continents and containing
natural resources vital to the
continued well-being of the West
(including Japan). Or I could argue
that it represents one of the more
enduring of international conflicts,
having brought about half a dozen
major wars to the region in the
past 35 years. In fact, however, the
Arab-Israeli conflict hardly stands
out in terms of either strategic
6

significance or intensity and longevity as far as some recent conflicts
go, for example, the Indochina
wars, the Iran-Iraq conflicts and the
Sino-Soviet dispute. Why then have
I gone wandering off among the
hills of Jerusalem and along the
banks of the Nile?
Notwithstanding the arguments
given above, I would guess in the
final analysis that it is the particularly "traic" nature of the ArabIsraeli con4?lict which draws me to
it. To think of this conflict as simply
one between opposing religions
or races or as one of clashing
territorial ambitions would be
totally missing the point. All of
these factors are involved, but they
are not the issues.
Nonetheless, while there is certainly
more than sufficient reason to be
pessimistic, I find that there is
room for optimism as well. To
begin with, there are indications
that the Arabs have been moving
gradually, despite political rhetoric,
toward the acceptance of the state
of Israel. As Crown Prince Hassan
of Jordan recently wrote:
Let there be no mistake. I am
not holding the Arabs blameless for the depth and duration
of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

The Wailing Wall, with the Dome of the
Rock in the background.

For too long Arab states thought
the monumental injustice
prepetrated against the Palestinian people in 1948 was the
only reality . . . Today, we
understand that the Palestinian
problem must be dealt with in
the context of Israel.
(Foreign Affairs, Spring, 1982)
Similarly, a number of Arab leaders
outside of those in Egypt, such
as King Hassan of Morocco, King
Hussein of Jordan and Mayor
Elias Freij of Bethlehem, have
called for the recognition of
Israel upon the withdrawal of
Israeli forces from the West Bank
and Gaza in accordance with
U.N. Security Council Resolution
242. Thus, for whatever reason,
many Arabs seem finally ready
to recognize Israel's right to exist
within its 1967 borders.

Assuming the above continues,
the major obstacle to the resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict
today would seem to be the
refusal of the current Likud
government in Israel to agree to an
eventual withdrawal from the
occupied territories. More
specifically, the expansion of
Israeli settlements in the Western
highlands (surrounding heavily
populated Arab towns and cities)
beyond existing ones in the Jordan
Valley and East Jerusalem since
The fundamental issue here is
the conflict between the right of
the Zionists to establish an independent state in order to ensure
the survival of the Jewish people
and the right of Palestinian Arabs
to maintain the integrity of their
homeland. Both rights are undeniable and both causes are just.
After all, how does one deny to
the Jewish people, in the aftermath
of the Holocaust and the countless
progroms over the past two
thousand years, the right to live in
a state of their own? Nevertheless,
how does one justify the dispersal
of millions of Palestinians from
their homes and deny their subsequent efforts to return? Clearly,
both peoples are engaged in a
just and heroic struggle, but it is
also a struggle that can yield no
victor. There can be no victor
not only because neither side can
be expected to abdicate its
undeniable right, but what victory
is there in vanquishing a moral
cause? As it is, the moral standing of both causes have already
been seriously compromised
by the means employed in
their names, not to mention the
grievous toll exacted in human
terms. The only victory possible
in such a war is when the war
itself comes to an end and neither
is defeated. It is therefore a conflict
that calls urgently for accommodation lest its further pursuit
consumes both causes in its flames.
It is to this challenge which I
have turned.
What then are the prospects
for an end to this tragic conflict?
Looking at recent events in
Lebanon and the current stalemate
in the Camp David process, the outlook would seem to be rather
bleak. Neither side has yet recognized the legitimacy of the right
claimed by the other. In fact, there

The river Nile

Dr. Robert S. Wang in the desert, with
the pyramid of Cheops in the distance.
Abu Sim bel

is no dialogue between the two,
as each is increasingly embittered
by the cruel violence of the conflict
and firmly entrenched in the
righteousness of its own cause.
1977, has convinced the Arabs
that Israel intends to annex the
West Bank and Gaza in fact if not
in name. Should this be the case,
what incentive is there for the
Arabs to negotiate with Israel?
Fortunately, despite the annexationist policies of the Likud government, I find that the ongoing
attempt to "create facts" throughout the occupied territories has
generally failed to mobilize widespread support even among the

Israelis themselves. Of the
approximately 100,000 Jewish
settlers scattered across seventy
settlements in the West Bank
and Gaza, for example, only 30,000
live outside the immediate area
of East Jerusalem among over a
million Palestinian Arabs. The
settlements outside of East
Jerusalem are thus sparsely
populated and tend to be much
less developed in terms of
infrastructure. Most of those who
have moved into the Western
highlands come from ultranationalist or religious groups
which still constitute a clear,
though not insignificant, minority
in Israeli politics.
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In conclusion, it seems to me
that the prospect for an end to the
Arab-Israeli conflict is not as dim
as it may now appear to many.
The key to the problem at this
time is a clear and general statement by the Arabs and Palestinians
accepting the provisions and
principles of U.N. Security Council
Resolution 242 in its entirety,
that is, the unequivocal recognition
of the state of Israel in
conjunction with Israel's
withdrawal from the occupied
territories. Should the Israelis
see a prospect for real and
permanent peace, especially after
the recent carnage in Lebanon,
I believe that their response will
meet the challence of peace.

Meanwhile, although the Labor
government before 1977 promoted
Jewish settlements in the Jordan
Valley and in East Jerusalem, the
Labor Party opposes Begin's
annexationist policies and supports
in essence the idea of "trading
territories for peace." Shimon
Peres' "Jordanian option" leaves
open the possibility of a reversion
of most of the West Bank and
Gaza to Jordanian sovereignty.
Finally, Israel's presence and
on the West Bank and Gaza
E
have met, and continue to meet,
virtually universal rejection, not
only among the local Palestinians
but in the international community
as well. Even the United States
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refuses to recognize the legality of
Israel's annexationist policies. Under
these circumstances, it seems to me
that Israel's grip on the occupied
territories remains rather weak.
Should the Arabs as a whole,
including the Palestinians, produce
a public document at this time
pledging the recognition of Israel
upon the withdrawal of Israeli
forces from the West Bank and
Gaza, it is highly unlikely that the
Likud government will be politically a Die to maintain its current
policies. Without such a
declaration, however, the Likud
government can continue to cite
the intransigence of the Arabs as a
pretext for annexationist policies.

Robert S. Wang, Associate
Professor of Political Science,
spent the year 1981 pursuing
his research at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem.
In 1982 he presented a paper,
"Camp David Re-examined,"
at the Sixth Annual Third
World Conference in Omaha.
He is a specialist in the
analysis of military strategy
and arms control and of
foreign policy, specifically
that of the U.S. and China.
Dr. Wang received his B.A.
from the University of
Washington and hisM.A.
and Ph.D. from the
University of Iowa.

ON CAMPUS
Homecoming 1982
Homecoming this year was an unqualified success, with over 800
alumni back for the many events.
There was an overflow crowd
at the Homecoming dinner before
the game against Occidental, and
the Poet supporters at Memorial
Stadium were more numerous
than for many years. Homecoming
King Tim Carlisle and Queen Kelly
Ponce were crowned at half-time,
after which the Poets beat Oxy
35-23.
Many of the Reunion classes had
special projects, some of which
are still on-going, raising funds for
the College.
President Eugene S. Mills takes
this opportunity to express his
appreciation of the loyalty and
enthusiasm of the alumni for their
Alma Mater.

President Emeritus and Mrs. W. Roy
Newsom at Homecoming.

Homecoming dinner, 1982.

President Mills addressing the spectators coming King and Queen and their Court
at half-time, surrounded by the Home- during the Whittier-Occidental game.

Some members of the Class of 1932, inducted into the Golden Anniversary Club.

Homecoming Queen Kelly Ponce
and King Jim Carlisle.
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Members of the Class of 1937 and their
spouses chat after dinner at Homecoming.

Class of 1937.

Class of 1957.

Class of 1962

Class of 1942.

Class of 1967.

Committee for the Class of 1952.
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Class of 1972.

(Front row) Sam Defeo '71, Jerry Streater
'50, Barry Uzel '65, Brian McDonald '68,
Susie (Elliott) Roberts '67 (Alumni Director); (second row) Martin Montano
'50 (Alianza Representative), Paul
McNulty '76, Bob Mooney (1195 Club
President), John Dean (Faculty Representative), El Dyer '50 (Alumni Vice
President), Dr. Eugene S. Mills (College
President); (back row) Ben Harris '55
(Alumni Representative to the Board of
Trustees), Vince Fraumeni '69 (Director
of Deferred Giving), Duann Lovejoy '60,
Jackie (Powers) Hanson '56, Penny
(Cams) Fraumeni '68, Mary (Crouch)
Hawley '52, Julie (Collins) Causey '57,
Susan (Brown) Izumo '68, Ray McMullen
'54, Howard Seelye '48, Michael Kearney
(Vice President for College Advancement).
(Not pictured: John Alspaugh '80, Kevin
Buckel '82, Rich Lincourt '63, Jack
Mele '43, Homan Moore '57, Linda
Pappas '78, Diane Quezada '77, Cathy
Pearce '81, Bob Schostag '42 and William
Wardlaw '68.)

Alumni Art Exhibit

Dick Thompson Honored

The Mendenhall Art Gallery will be
the setting for an alumni art exhibition April 4-29.
Pat Berger, well-known Los
Angeles artist, will be the juror who
will rate the exhibits.
Only graduates of Whittier
College, or those who have attended the College are eligible to
participate in the show.
Works must fall into one of the
following categories:
Collage/Assemblage, Ceramics,
Drawing, Fiberart, Painting,
Photography, Printmaking, Sculpture, Watercolor.
They must be original and must
not have been previously shown in
Mendenhall Gallery. Work and/or
slides must be available from March
7—April 30, 1983.
For more information and entry
forms, write:
Carrie Ceniseroz'75
Mendenhall Gallery
Whittier College
Whittier, CA 90608
or call (213) 693-9771, Ext. 234.

Dick Thomson '34, who retired as
Director of Alumni Affairs in 1981,
remaining as Assistant Director until
the end of 1982, was honored on
Tuesday, January 4, at a luncheon
in the Ettinger Faculty Center.
Richard J. Wood, Vice President
for Administration and Dean of
Faculty addressed the large group
of faculty, administration, alumni
and friends who were gathered
to wish Dick all happiness in his
retirement.
Michael J. Kearney Vice
President for College Advancement,
then toasted Dick and paid tribute
to his service to the College and
his loyal work in behalf of his
alma mater ever since he graduated,
forty-nine years ago.
Among those present were six
alumni who had served as president
of the Alumni Association—Ken
Ball '34 (1973-75); Bob Capps '54
(1977-79); Jim Carlisle '56
(1975-77); Wayne Harvey '60
(1973-75); Al Stoll '49 (1971-73);
and Susie (Elliott) Roberts '67
(1979-81).
Dick regaled everyone with a
number of anecdotes, memories of
undergraduate days and events that

led to his becoming a member of
the administration in 1974. He
recalled the founding of the Hall of
Fame, the 1195 Club, and the
Purple & Gold Club, members of
which support the athletic programs, and in which Dick has been
especially active and to which he
still plans to devote much of his
energy.
Susie Roberts, his successor as
Director of Alumni Affairs, read
a letter to Dick from President
Eugene S. Mills, who was
unfortunately unable to attend
the event. She then presented
Dick with a wall thermometer, a
pair of bookends and a money
clip, all identified with the
College seal. They will serve to
remind him of the esteem in
which he is held.
What might have been a sad
occasion was, instead, a happy one,
with renewal of friendships, much
laughter and a spirit of camaraderie,
inspired by the honoree himself.
All of us at Whittier bid au revoir to
Dick, knowing that while he will be
missed, he will often be seen on
campus at football and basketball
games and reunions, most notably at
..iis Golden Anniversary Reunion,
which will be held in 1984.
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Upcoming Events
March 6 1195 Golf Tournament. . . April 18
Day at Disneyland
With proceeds to benefit the
Sponsored by the Alumni AssoHall of Fame, the Golf Tournament
ciation for all alumni and friends,
this is really a "good buy." The
will be held at Western Hills Golf
park will be open all day and
and Country Club in Chino. The
evening for a one-price admission.
day includes golf and dinner, with
Tickets should be available in
lots of prizes to be awarded.
the Alumni Office in February.
Poet Awards Dinner . . . . April 30
Dinner & Drama Night . March 19
Honoring those alumni whom
Starting out with a full meal
you have selected as outstanding
in the Ettinger Faculty Center,
in their careers and/or who have
this will conclude at the Whittier
contributed most to their alma
Community Center, where
mater.
everyone will see the drama department production of Stop the
World, I Want to Get Off.

Put Your
Capital Gain
To Work
In A College Trust
Realize substantial fax benefits while
planning your estate.
•
Increase your income
•
Eliminate capital gains tax
•
Release management obligations
•
Reduce estate tax
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Commencement
May 28
The big day for which so many
have wor<ed for four years, with
Charles Manatt, Democratic Party
Chairman, as the speaker.
Air Force Band Concert. June 26
Free concert in the Harris
Amphitheatre, with a great
opportunity for a family picnic
beforehand.
Homecoming
October 22
Presenting the customary
opportunity to visit with classmates, attend reunions and cheer
the Poets at the Whittier!
Redlands game.

For more information regarding how you can
benefit from Whither College charitable trusts
or annuities, please write to:
Vince Fraumeni
Director of Planned Giving
Whittier College
Whittier, CA 90608
Yes! I'd like to know how I can plan my estate
and at the same time realize tax benefits.
Please send me full details.
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

LAW SCHOOL
New Faculty
Four new faculty members have
joined the Whittier College School
Of Law this year. Ellis Prince
received his undergraduate degree
at Yale University and his J.D.
from the University of Virginia Law
School. He has served as counsel
to the Massachusetts Department of
Public Welfare and the Territorial
Court of the Virgin Islands. Before
joining the WCSL faculty, he was
Special Assistant Attorney General
and later Assistant General
Counsel in the Massachusetts
Governor's office. He will teach
contracts and legal drafting.
Michael J. Bazyler graduated
summa cum laude from USC's
Law Center and served as a clerk
in the office of the Hon. Ozell
M. Trask, Judge of the U.S.
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals,
was an attorney with the
Los Angeles firm of Morrison and
Foerster and has taught at
Loyola Law School. At WCSL
he teaches courses in international
business transactions and legal
process.
Michael S. Sorgen is a graduate
of Harvard Law School. He has
served as an attorney for San
Francisco Neighborhood Legal
Assistance and was General
Counsel to the Oakland Unified
School District. He has taught
at Hastings, Boalt Hall and Golden
Gate Law Schools. In addition to
teaching the civil procedure course,
he teaches a seminar in education
law.
Carol K. Abrams graduated
from WCSL magna cum laude. She
worked as an attorney with the
firm of Sommers and Taylor, and
for Bet Tzedek Legal Services.
At Whittier she teaches introduction to legal skills and real property.
The new Director of Admissions
is Marjorie Stern. After graduating
from college, she served in
Central America as a Peace Corps
volunteer and has taught at the
National Teachers' Training
College in Honduras. Of her new
position she observed that she
was proud to be part of an

institution with such an excellent
faculty, growing reputation and
supportive administration. "I
believe," she said, "we are one of
the few law schools which gives
applicants and current students
such personal attention. My plan is
to continue in that vein."
Myra Saunders is the new
Assistant Director of the Law
Library. She received a B.A. from
Berkeley, an M.L.S. from USC,
and the J.D. from the University
of San Diego. She came to WCSL
from the law library at Boalt
and was previously a research
attorney for a San Francisco law
firm and a circulation librarian
at the U.S.D. law library.
May Iceland has been appointed
Director of Placement. She came

to WCSL from UCLA, where she
served as placement coordinator for
the paralegal program. A graduate
of U.C. Berkeley, with a degree
in community law, she is currently
working on a graduate degree
in public relations.

Midyear Enrollment
Sixty-eight new students enrolled
in the Law School in January,
representing a dramatic 58%
increase over the size of the 1982
spring entering class. The net
result of this increase is to bring
the Law School's full-time
equivalent enrollment to nearly
450, truly a cause for self
congratulation.

Dean John FitzRandolph presenting the midyear class of 1982 to a group of well-wishers
gathered on January 9for a Commencement ceremony. Twenty-three students can
now call themselves alumni of Whittier College School of Law.
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SPORTS
Football
The Poets repeated as Southern
California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference football champions—
albeit a share of the title with the
University of La Verne came about
when the Poets lost the final
game of the season at the University
of Redlands, 11-9.
At least, Coach Hugh Mendez'
team had the satisfaction of
spoiling the Leopards' Homecoming
with a convincing 24-10 victory
the week before the defeat at
Redlands. The score was tied 9-9
when the Bulldogs blocked a
punt and the ball rolled out of the
end zone for an automatic twopoint safety. Only three minutes
remained when it happened.
Free safety Mitch Olson, the
most valuable player at Orange
Coast College a year ago, made it
two in a row when his teammates
voted him their most valuable
player.
"He certainly was a welcome
addition to our team," Mendez said,
"since we desperately needed a
player of his all-around ability to
fill the shoes of Louie Sanchez,
last year's SCIAC player of
the year.
"I thought Mitch had an outstanding season, particularly for a
new player coming into our system.
We expect him to be among the
best in the league next year."
The junior free safety intercepted
seven passes to rank atop the
conference. As a punter he
averaged better than 40 yards
until the final game at Redlands
when his season average dipped
to 39.5.
Mitch also kicked seven of nine
field goals to provide Whittier
with a threat in that category after
the Poets kicked no field goals
the previous season.
Team members named center
Harvey Williams and Olson
to serve as co-captains of the 1983
team.
Other most valuable player
awards given at the 1195 Club
football banquet were: senior
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Tailback Gary Painter (36) and Quarterback Joe Jordan (11) head for open spaces
on a gain around right end. Although missing three games with a broken finger, Painter
was one of the SCIAC's top rushers and Jordan made first team All-Conference for
the second year.

offensive tackle Rob Kuri, offensive lineman; senior split end
Chris Ware, offensive backreceiver; junior Alan Timonen,
defensive lineman; and Mitch Olson,
defensive back.
The Poets finished the season
6-3 overall and had a six-game win
streak after losing their first two
to St. Mary's and San Francisco
State.

Basketball
Intent on recapturing the SCIAC
basketball title which eluded
them on the final night of the 1982
season, the Poets appear to have
sufficient talent to do just that.

Co-captained by Craig LeSuer
and Skip Bush, this team is long on
intensity and quickness which
they hope to be enough to offset
a serious height deficiency and
the expectec loss of the backboards.
Craig, Whittier's leading scorer
last year, is off to a sensational
start, averaging 22 points a game
through the first eight games
and surpassing 30 points twice.
The Poets beat Azusa-Pacific
University for the first time in
several years during the pre-season
and played four games in Hawaii
early in December. They beat
Hawaii-Pacific and lost twice to
the University of Hawaii (Hilo)
and to Brigham Young
University.

Whittier also was entered in the
Chico State Invitational and
began its conference slate against
Claremont-Mudd on January 15.
One of the Poets' pre-season
defeats was a 72-68 setback at Pt.
Loma in overtime when the Pt.
Loma scorer failed to record
two free throws by Jeff Weaver
in the San Diego gym.
"I've seen some strange things
in 19 years of coaching, but
never anything like this," Coach
Dave Jacobs said. "The team
was pretty upset about the
incident, which caused a
10-minute delay, but no amount
of griping changed the results.

Soccer
Senior John Fitzsimons earned
the SCIAC's most valuable player
award in soccer for the second
straight time on a vote from the
conference coaches.
Ayear ago John accomplished
the rare feat of winning the MVP
award even though the Poets
finished down in fourth place.
Scoring sevengoals and adding
five assists, he led the Poets to a
record in the conference behind
unbeaten Claremont-Mudd. For the
7-9 season, he recorded 12 goals.
Joining John on the allconference first team were
fullback Joe Chavez and halfback
Ray Diaz. Earning second team
recognition were forwards
Barry Murphy and Taylor Chess
and halfback Doug Sanchez.

the Whittier campus at Copenhagen,
Denmark, leaving the team with
mostly underclassmen and without
adequate offensive personnel.
"We had a solid defensive team,"
said Coach Bernette Cripe, "but we
just couldn't find replacements to
handle the offensive assignments.
"However, opposing coaches and
officials admired the unselfishness
and spunk of our young team as
it worked hard to overcome the
shortage of players."
Ms. Cripe said she will welcome
back from Copenhagen Lora
Brunson, last year's athlete of the
year; Peggy Krom and Susan
Sorensen. The only graduating
senior on the team is Alicia Campa.
Whittier placed one player on
the all-conference team—Mary
Leinsteiner, second team.

and one by graduation), the Lady
Poets may be a factor in the 1983
conference race.
Coach Wally Homey is optimistic
that Lori Ream and Pat Garcia
will be able to supply enough leadership and points to carry the team.
Lori got off to a tremendous
start, going over the 30-point
mark in the Southern California
College tournament, particularly
with uncanny free throw
markmanship.
Pat, one of the most accurate
field goal shooters in the NCAA
Division III statistics a year ago,
has moved up front to compensate
for the Poets' loss of the three tall
players.
Debbie Countess, an all-CIF
player from Norwalk High School,
has taken over one of the starting
positions and should be a solid
addition to the team.

Women's Basketball
Despite the loss of three starters
from last year (two by transfer

Women's Volleyball
Maybe 1983 will be Whittier's
year in women's volleyball.
A year ago, the Lady Poets
were beset with an unbelievable
series of injuries to key players
and their hopes of contending
for the conference title were
severely jolted.
A new problem arose at the
beginning of the 1982 season, when
three starters matriculated on
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OLD ACQUAINTANCES

1920s
Giles Slocum '24, whose
youngest grandchild will
graduate from the U. of
Massachusetts in 1984,
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gave us the name of a
prospective student and
also asked us for
information about making a will. We really
appreciate this kind of

interest from alumni,
so "thank you" Giles!
Edgar E. Barkley '27
recently returned from a
month in Australia,
where he visited his son.

1930s
Per! N. Guptill ("Gup")
'30 has been retired for
11 years and is still into
color photography, travel
and stream trout fishing.

Charles Scanlan '32
has been re-elected to the
Alhambra School Board.
York Mountain Winery
in Templeton, San
Luis Obispo County, recently celebrated its
centenary. In 1970, Max
Goldman '33 bought
the winery and vinyards.
After 40 years in the
industry as chemist, winemaker and in managerial
positions in California
and New York, Max is
keeping up the fine
traditions of this oldestablished winery. Max
is a past president and
charter member of the
American Society of
Enologists and a past
chairman and charter
member of the Technical
Advisory Committee
of the Wine Institute.
Vivian (Van Hellen)
Jordan '33 is extremely
active in her church. She
has: taught the "Europe:
Dimensions of Christian
Mission" course in the
Conference United
Methodist Women's
Schools of Christian Mission in the summer of
1981; given programs on
"Is the Church Alive in
Europe Today?" for
United Methodist Women
Units; is treasurer of her
own United Methodist
Womens Unit in San

Clemente and treasurer
of the Auxiliary to the
School of Theology in
Claremont! She and
her husband, Thatcher,
celebrated their 45th
wedding anniversary in
1982, led their 10th
tour in October, this
time to China, and are
planning to go to
Australia, New Zealand,
Tahiti and Fiji in 1983
and to the Holy Land,
the Oberammergau Passion Play and the Greek
Islands in 1984! As she
writes: "Retirement
is great, but there's no
leisure!"
Apologies are due to
Carl C. Davis '36!
Through some mysterious source we learned of
his demise and regretfully
recorded it in the last
issue of THE ROCK. The
information was most
fortunately incorrect and
we heard from a surprised
Carl that he is indeed
living and well. Since his
return address label
bears a smiling sun-face,
we have to believe he has
a sense of humor, for
which we are very grateful under the circumstances.
It's along way from the
American School in
Kuwait to Eagle Rock,
but that is where Beverly

In Memoriam
It is with sincere regret that we announce the untimely
death of Randolph Twycross, member of the Class of
1943, on December 3, 1982.
Randy was director of Physical Plant at the College
for 10 years until his retirement in 1980. For over 35
years he was a partner with Twycross and Harrison
Construction and for 24 years he taught in the Pasadena
School System.
A member of the Methodist Church in Whittier, of
which he was Finance Chairman and Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, Randy had served as past-president
of the Building Contractors' Association, the Kiwanis
Club of Whittier and the Y's Men's Club of Whittier.
He was also a member of the Executive Club and the
University Club and for some years had been on the
Board of Directors of the Whittier Citizens Credit Union.
Randy was much loved by all who came in touch
with him. He will be greatly missed. All of his
colleagues at the College and his many friends among
the alumni extend their sympathies to his widow,
Harriet (Saunders '43), his daughters, Linda Kreeger
of Brea and Bonnie Fillingmane of Denver, and to his
sons, Dale, of Sacramento and Larry '71, of Chicago, as
well as to his mother, brother and six grandchildren.

Strongman '39 Ph.D.,
Ed.D., is now director for
the Los Amigos PreSchool. She jelieves in
firmness with fairness,
reinforced with a lot of
love and emphasizes
individual and group
growth, socialization,
arts, crafts, music,
nutrition, pre-kinder
readiness skills and
parent involvement for
the children, aged nearly
3 to 5.

In Memoriam
Educator and coach Robert Ashton '27 died on
October 20, 1982. A member of the College Hall of
Fame, he was employed by the Excelsior Union High
School for 41 years, coaching varsity football and
baseball for 25 years. He was a member of the California
Interscholastic Federation and was instrumental in
gaining recognition for girls' athletics. For 25 years he
had perfect attendance at the Norwalk and Whittier
Rotary Clubs.
Throughout his life he also continued the family
tradition of citrus ranching in the Covina area.
All at Whittier offer their sincere condolences to
his wife and family.

1940s
Dorothy (Lester)
Hollingsworth '40 is still
teaching Special Day
Class and says she enjoys
it. When time permits,
she and her husband visit
children and grandchildren in Albuquerque,
Salt Lake and Chicago by
motorhome. (A special
"thank you" to Dorothy
for her extra contributionto the Annual Fund.)

Marian (Swope)
Stokes '40 is someone
who belies the old adage
"change the name and
not the letter, change
for worse and not for
better!" She retired
from Valle Lindo School
District when her husband, Robert, retired
from the Engineering
Dept. of Uniroyal and
since then they have
both been busy with
family (she tells us of her
son, Stephen, but we've
put that under his class,
1970), YMCA, church
and travel. She wonders
how they ever had time
for work! She mentioned
how much she enjoyed
teaching 1st grade with
Dean Shively as Superintendent for many years.
During the past year,
Edwin B. Bronner '41 has
contributed chapters to
three new books, Friends
in the Delaware Valley;
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Academic Affairs and
Operations. Earlier he
served as Director of the
Secondary and Junior
sually, when we give special space in the "Old
College Teaching InternAcquaintance" section to anyone, we like to have ship Programs and
a picture. Betty (Hibbard '45) Kenworthy is too
Professor at Claremont
modest to allow that. However, since her face is familiar Graduate School.
to so many alumni, we are waiving that requirement.
Marion (Woods)
Betty taught 4th grade in East Whittier Elementary
Silva '48 is still subfor many years and then moved into the Registrar's
stitute teaching in
Office at the College, where she has been ever since.
Redwood City and is a
In April 1982 she was promoted to Registrar, a position first-time grandmother.
she is certainly very qualified to fill.
Robert Flavin '49,
Are College students really so different from the
coordinator of physical
little kids? Well, in past years "BJ" says they were much education and recreation
alike. They hadn't always learned to be polite; they
in the Montebello USD,
didn't always listen; they wanted to bend the rules. Now, was the 1982 recipient of
however, she says that she is surprised at the difference. the Honor Award for
Today's students are so much more adult and are
meritorious service to
almost invariably polite and appreciative. In fact, she's
the California Association
finding it a rewarding experience. So, to be honest, do
for Health, PE, Recreathose of us who have dealings with the new Registrar.
tion and Dance. Bob
We wish her, her husband Harold '49 and her two
has served nine years on
children, Janis and Steve, all the very best for 1983.
the State Executive
Board, four years as
Vice President for

U

Quakerism, a Way of Life;
and History of Philadelphia 1682-1982.
In the fall of 1981 he
received a grant from the
NEH to work on a
definitive bibliography
of the published writings
of William Penn.
Verdna (Herr) Henderson
'41 was named "Seal
Beach Woman of the
Year" for her services to
the community. A member of the Women's
Club, she has worked at
various fund-raising
events and on numerous
committees, but her real
joy is in helping people
on a one-to-one basis.
A charter member of the
Friends of the Library,
Mary Wilson branch, she
enjoys delivering books
to "shut-ins".
Franklin T. Widaman '41
and his wife spent a
lot of 1982 travelling.
They went on a Caribbean
cruise, attended the
Easter sunrise service at
Cypress Gardens, and in
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Florida visited Kennedy
Space Center, Sea World
and Hayes City, where
the Black Hills Passion
Play is presented.
Virginia (Strong)
Benson '42 retired from
the Montebello School
District to join her husband, Capt. Walter Benson, a U. S. Merchant
Marine, in Bangladesh.
Sons Thomas and James
Wiley are running the
family ranch in Plumas
County.
Violet (Ridgeway)
Chappelow '45 was chairman for Delta Phi Upsilon
Convention, held in the
Huntington-Sheraton
Hotel in Pasadena in
March 1982. She was
elected Grand President
of the Society for
1982-84.
John A. Brownell '47 is
now Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs at
the U. of Alaska. He was
previously at the EastWest Center in Honolulu,
first as Deputy Chancellor
for Academic Affairs,
then as Vice President
and Vice President for

physical education and
currently chairs the Budget Committee.

1950s
Sally (Richardson)
Cole '50 and her husband
became grandparents in
December 1981, when
her daughter and son-inlaw had a baby girl.
Charles Dickson '50 Ph.D.
has published a handbook
of experiments, demonstrations and activities
for high school psychology teachers, under a
grant from the NSF.
Dwile and Barbara
(Burdorf '49) Heggem
'50 have moved to Fallbrook, where they are
living on a 3½-acre
avocado grove. Last year
the harvest from the 285

In Memoriam
We regret to announce the death, on November 1,
1982, of Kenneth G. Beyer '47.. Ken was deeply
respected in educational fields, and his unfailing cheerfulness and selflessness made him a favorite wherever
he found himself.
During World War II he served in the Marine Corps as
a Japanese interpreter, was wounded in Guam, and was
awarded the Purple Heart.
Later, Ken became assistant to the President of
Pomona College and in 1955 he left Pomona to become
a personnel executive for General Dynamics Corp. At
this time he was elected Mayor of Claremont, serving on
the city council from 1962-68.
In 1966 he became Vice Chancellor at Claremont
College and was later named President of Park College in
Kansas City, where he remained for four years.
In 1975 he moved his family back to Laguna Beach
and was a self-employed educational consultant for the
Institute for Higher Education and Philanthropy.
In addition to being a member of the Board of
Education Foundation, Ken was a member of the South
Coast Medical Center Board of Directors and on the
Board of Immaculate Heart College in Los Angeles.
Members of the Whittier community and the Alumni
Association extend their sympathy to Ken's wife,
Etta Elizabeth Beyer, his Sons Thomas and Gary and his
daughters Barbara and Rebecca and to all other
members of his family.
In his life, Ken Beyer was close to many people, he
will not soon be forgotten.

trees was around 25,000
lbs of avocados. Dwile
continues as a consultant
and has his own mail
order business, while
Barbara has been informed, by previous owners,
that she can easily handle
the grove and the seven
citrus trees in the family
fruit orchard'... Barbara J. (Fauskin) Hill'50
received her Ed.D. from
USC and then transferred
to Grossmont Union HS
District as Asst. Supt.
Personnel and Board's
Negotiator. She then
moved from education to
owning and operating
Electronic Metal Fabrication, Inc., a precision
sheetmetal firm. She is
now also president of B.
J. Hill Consultants and
of Barton Aire, an airplane leasing firm.
She recently authored a
book, Positive Power
People. . .Alban Reid
'50 is now an administrator at White Point
elementary school. Previously he served as
principal at Carson Street
School and has also taught
at Dolores St., 32nd St.,
36th St., and Cabrillo
Ave. schools. He was
principal of Leland Ave.
School and Harbor City
School and has served in
the same capacity at various other elementary
schools. A recreational
sailor, he informed the
News Pilot that he was
"glad to be back where I
belong—by the water!"
Joseph Steffen '50 is
teaching physical education and social studies
and coaching the basketball and baseball teams
at Perry H.S. in Iwakuni,
Japan, 25 miles from
Hiroshima.
Howard 0. Campbell
'51 retired early in 1982
for the 2nd time! For over
two years he served as
Executive Director of the
International Center of
Indianapolis. His first

retirement came after 41
years as a YMCA professional in four States. He
now devotes himself
"almost full-time" as a
volunteer in a number
of organizations, mostly
connected with peace
projects and nuclear
freeze. . . At a meeting
of 5,500 women at
Purdue University in
July, Katherine (Nisbet)
Dean '51 was elected for
a three-year term as
President of the United
Presbyterian Women.
Katherine attended the
Diamond Jubilee of the
Women's Missionary
Association in Taiwan in
the summer of 1982 and
visited New York and
New Orleans.
Evelyn (Vawter)
Damgaard '51 is a professor of education at
Monterey Institute of International Studies and
also teaches in Carmel.
She serves as a consultant
to major national
publishers. Her husband
is a director, vice secretary, treasurer and controller of the Monterey
Peninsula Herald. The
Damgaards live in a house
they built in Carmel
Valley 15 years ago and
are active members of
St. Dunstan Episcopal
Church. . . . Everett
Matzigkeit'51 is currently
the new business manager
for the McCurdy School
in Espanola, NM. He has
had 20 years with the
World Division of the
Board of Global Ministries as a missionary in
Zimbabwe.
Bob Capps '54 is principal of Potrero Heights
Elementary School. In
1981 he spent two weeks
touring South Korea
as a guest of the Korean
Minister of Education,
visiting schools, historical
sites and industrial complexes. Bob termed the
invitation "much more
palatable" than the one
extended by the Amen-
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his year a superb committee for the Class of 1952
planned a great reunion. You know how these
things go, you have a few meetings (more time is spent
on reminiscing and laughing than planning), you toss
around a few ideas and you begin wondering who will
come and if they have changed much since the last
time you saw them.
Well, we had over 60 people (great people) show up on
October 23 at our home, and of course all of us had
changed (some more than others), all of us had mellowed
(some more than others), but we had a great time
together.
The thing that struck me, and I guess why I decided
to sit down and write this, was how lucky we had been to
experience Whittier College and to still be able to
touch the lives of some of the people we shared that
experience with.
Of course we see some of our friends just because we
have remained in the area, but it was good to see
those whom we had not seen for a number of years.
When I heard someone say while we were dancing,
"We have been bumping into you on the dance floor
for 30 years," I guess it struck me that I am grateful not
only for Whittier College but for the friends that I am
able to "bump into" 30 years later.
A million thanks to a super committee (you know
who you are). So, here's to you, Class of'52! Let's do
it again soon!
Mary (Crouch) Hawley
(This Reunion raised $500 over and above expenses.
The money was given to the Library for the purchase
of books.)

can Government in the
early 50's!. . . Joyce
(Frank) Green '54 and
her husband recently returned from La Paz,
Bolivia, where Joyce had
been working as Vice
Consul as well as teaching.
Her husband, Henry, will
now be working with the
Inter-American Defense
Board in Washington DC.
Eileen Joyce (Setlock)
Stegeman '56 is a happy
housewife. Who wouldn't
be in a brand new house
on 29 beautiful acres in
Garberville? She and her
husband purchased the
land and built their
own home to go with
it!

William C. Jackson '55 has
been appointed President of
the Office Products Division
of Xerox Corporation.
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Trustee "Mo "Marumoto
presents President Mills
with a simulated TIME
magazine cover showing
him as "Man of the Year.

At the '57 Reunion:
(1. to r.) Jane Marumoto,
President Mills, Dotty
Mills, "Mo "Marumoto.
Colored balloons grace the courtyard of the President's home.

F

ifty-eight members of the Class of 1957 and their
spouses and guests celebrated their 25th Silver Anniversary Reunion September 24-25, in the biggest and
most elaborate of Class Reunions in the history of the
College.
Eight states were represented at the Reunion kickoff
reception and buffet hosted by William H. "Mo" and
Jean (Morishige '59) Marumoto at the President's
house, on September 24. A festive mood was created by
hundreds of colored balloons, a 30' silver welcome
banner, and dozens of Hawaiian anthuriums. A special
Reunion logo was imprinted on glasses, cups, napkins,
matches, keychains, souvenir paperweights and silver
tote bags for each member of the Class.
Barbara (Jones) Peck and Douglas M. Smith
Emceed the program, during which a number of door
prizes were awarded, Captain John Avila, Jr., USN,
receiving a set of Mikasa Bone China and James R.
"Dick" Morton a Magic Chef Microwave oven.
The next morning there was a convocation in the
Chapel, conducted by the Rev. Ron Roberts of
Bishop, assisted by Katheryne (Heacock) Nighswonger
and John Avila.
Immediately following the convocation, members
of the Class and their spouses posed for a photograph,
highlighted by an airplane flying overhead bearing
a banner which said "Congrats, W. C. Class of '57
Reunion."
At noon, a reception and luncheon was held
in the Faculty Center, at which former members of the
faculty and administration and the Alumni Achievement
Award (Class of '57) winners were honored and
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President Mills was presented with a Reunion
Project "check" for endowed scholarships, representing
gifts and pledges totalling $62,000.
Four class members received prizes for coming the
longest distance, Mary (Waldren) Apte, North Conway
NH; Richard E. Kaylor, Lincoln, MA; Wilma
(Kamakana) Grambusch, Kaunakakai, HI; and John A.
"Tex"Baker, Houston, TX; Other out-of-staters were
Mary (Powell) Deits, Tucson, AZ; F. Lynn Blystone,
Denver, CO; John Avila, Alexandria, VA; and
"Mo" Marumoto, McLean, VA.
Former Education Department faculty member, Dr.
John Bright won the Honda Express motorbike as
a door prize and Edith (Pancock) Kline won a Sanyo
19" color TV.
President Mills received a Time Magazine "Man
of the Year!" award; President Emeritus Paul S. Smith
was given a hard hat in recognition of his leadership
in constructing new buildings during his tenure;
and "Tex" Baser won the toilet seat with the Reunion
logo for being the "Wise Guy of the Class."
The 1957 Achievement Awards went to John Avila;
"Tex" Baker, Assistant Superintendent of Instructional
Services for the Houston, Texas Independent School
District; Carleen (Finney) Bedwell, Director of Social &
Community Services for the City of Palo Alto; Michael
Bevilacqua, President of Michael Bevilacqua Physical
Therapy Service Corp. in Glendora; F. Lynn Blystone,
President and CEO of Commodity Resources, Inc.,
Englewood CO; Dr. John W. Duncan, Superintendent
of Schools for Simi Valley, California Unified
School District; Barbara (Ondrasik) Groce, civic leader in

resident Emeritus Paul Smith receives his hard hat at the '57 Reunion.

La Jolla; Frances (Kovacs) Huessenstamm, Ph.D.,
clinical psychologist in Santa Monica; Richard E. Kaylor,
President of Strategies Information, Inc., Burlington
MA; Bruce C. Martin, Executive Manager of the
Whittier Area Chamber of Commerce; "Mo" Marumoto,
President, The Interface Group, Ltd., Washington
D.C.; Homan C. Moore, President, Clarklift of Los
Angeles, Inc., Pico Rivera; Vito D. "Vic" Pontrelli,
Assistant Vice President, Human Resource Services,
Holy Cross Hospital, Mission Hills; George A. Sattler,
President, Holiday Porcelain Enamel Company, Santa Fe
Springs; Nancy (Lurvey) Thacker, Director of Personnel,
Litton Industries, Beverly Hills; Tana (Hagen) Warren,
co-owner, Warren's Education Supplies, Covina; and
Betty (Carter) White, CPA, partner, White & Gring,
Valley Center. Emcees for the luncheon program
were Carole (Martin) Pickup and Bruce G. Martin.
A charter boat cruise in Newport Beach that evening
concluded the weekend activities. Homan Moore and
Betty Ann (Baptiste) May were Master and Mistress
of Ceremonies; major door prize winners were Dick
Morton, who won $250 in silver dollars and
Donald Morrison, who won a trip for two on American Airlines.
In a ballot conducted during the cruise, the following
won recognition: "Best Looking"— Barbara Peck and Vic
Pontrelli; "Best Hair"— Peggy Newsom and Douglas
Smith; "Best Physique"-- Betty Ann May and Robert B.
Rivers; "Best Smile"— Katheryne Nighswonger and
"Mo" Marumoto; and "Youngest Looking"— Barbara
Peck and "Mo" Marumoto.

William Lennertz '57 is
completing his 24th year
of teaching and Linda
"Pat" (Paterson '68)
now has a management
position with American
Savings and Loan.
Sharon (Reed)
MacKenzie'59 and her
husband now feel "at
home" in their new
house in the mountains
of Weaverville, where
Sharon is principal of
the elementary school.
.Sonneva (Joyce)
Wood '59 has remarried
and gives news of her
four children, one stepdaughter and two grandchildren. Kim (24) has
the grandchildren; Kaye
(22) is at Bellvue Community College , as
is Mark (21);. Karen (19)
is training to be a cosmetologist and Jennifer
(13) is in Jr. High. As
Sonneva writes: "Enuf
said!"

1960s
Comdr. William E. Kelley
'60, USN is now with
the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations, Surface
Warfare (OP-03).
Rev. Lloyd A. Schneider,
Jr. '60 has moved to
Tuolumne City, where he
has purchased two acres,
a house and shop and
opened his own carpentry, cabinet and Shaker
furniture business. He
continues to serve parttime with the Northern
California Conference,
United Church of Christ
•
. . Dr. Albert Upton's
teaching methods have
never been forgotten
by his students. On
December 11, The
Ontario Daily Reporter
published an article,
"Program to Teach Students Better Thinking
Skills." In it a program
set up by the Juvenile
Court of L. A, County
was highly praised. A
"full-scale thinking skills

project," it is designed to
teach wards of the Court
to make cause and effect
connections. The article
mentioned Richard
Samson '60, author and
an expert in the technology of mental development, as being "a
proponent of a system
for teaching thinking
skills developed by
Albert Upton of Whittier,
who was able to raise the
IQ of his students by an
average of 10 points."
Ken Baker '61 tells us
his son Greg recently
took second in C.I.F. (1A)
in the mile, with a time
of 4.19. He was all-league
basketball and student
body president this year.
His older brother, Brett,
was a former All-C.I.F.
basketball player and is
now district field rep
for Borg-Warner Corp.
. Karen (Lenz) Chap•
man '61 is at Claremont
Graduate School getting
her Ph.D. in education..
Her main interests are
children's literature,
adult development and
aeing. She is teaching
kindergarten and 1st
Fade at Sycamore School
in Claremont.(We
apologize for misspelling
her maiden name the last
time she appeared in
these pages.). . . Nadine
(Applegate) Hathaway
'61 was one of the recipients of the 1982 community service awards
presented by the Family
Service Association of
the Rio Honda Area at
the Friendly Hills
Country Club. Nadine
was one of the organizers
of the FS Association
and of the Whittier
Historical Society, and
was organizing treasurer
of Rio Hondo Symphony
Guild. She has also been
involved in the Whittier
Chapter of California
Women for Agriculture;
as well as in a number of
Santa Fe Springs services,
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including the Chamber of
Commerce Legislative
Committee, the Historical
Committee and the
Coordinating Council,
the PTA, Cub Scouts and
Girl Scouts. She is curator
of the privately owned
Hathaway Museum and
has been honored by the
Rotary Club and Chamber
of Commerce of Santa Fe
Springs and the Little
Lake PTA. . . David M.
Smith '61 is manager of
Herman and Helen's
Marina, a houseboat and
ski boat business on the
California Delta.
Christopher T. Cross
'62 joined Westinghouse
Learning Corporation in
1980 and has now been
named manager of the
new Federal Systems
Department. In his new
position he is responsible
for pursuing strategic
business opportunities
and contracts with the
U.S. Government. Prior
to 1980, Chris was a
Minority Staff Director of
the House Committee on
Education and Labor,
and previously served as
Deputy Assistant Secretary in the Department
of Health, Education
and Welfare. . An
1965, Berthal A. Downey
III '62 joined Security
Pacific National Bank
as a trust administrator
and in July 1982 was
promoted to First
Vice President for the
financial management
department. . . Gerald
"Jerry" Hester '62 is a
Boeing 737 Captain with
Air California, based at
Orange County Airport.
He served as secretarytreasurer of the Air Cal
Flight Crew Council
(pilots' Union). His wife,
Maggee, runs a cosmetic
business and keeps active
decorating their new
house and trying to keep
up with their 2-year old
son. . Bill Lofstrom
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'62 is now in Washington
DC with the State Department as an analyst for
South America. Married
to a Bolivian widow with
three children, the couple
now has two of their own
Lavern (Ferg) Ristow
'62 is self-employed as a
consultant for Child &
Family Services. She also
works as a pastoral
counselor with ministers
in Christian churches in
the La Mirada area.
Richard H. Shay '62 regretted that he wasn't
able to attend his Class
Reunion—however, his
excuse is thoroughly
plausible. In July '81 he
was appointed Chief
Counsel of the National
Telecommunication &
Information Administration and in September
was chosen to be one of
20 delegates to represent
the U.S. at the International Telecommunications Union Plenipotentiary Conference in
Nairobi, Kenya, from
September 28—November
5. Surely his classmates
will forgive his absence?
He sent them all his best
wishes and looks forward
to the 30-year Reunion.
Stanley C. Green '63,
who is writing a book on
Mexican history from
1823-1832, teaches
history at Laredo State
University and is president of the local historical
society. He and his wife
have four sons. . . Karin
Strasser-Kauffman '63
is the instructor of a new
class in local issues and
concerns at Monterey
Peninsula College. Karin
ot both her M.A. in
international relations
and her Ph.D. in comparative government
from UCLA. . . Frances
Ann (McDonald)
Swearingen '63 is now
the First Lady of
Downey, since her husband is the mayor.

Betsy (Christiansen)
Ford '64 is teaching 7th
and 8th grades. She chaired the Festival for St.
Cecilia's Church in San
Francisco. Her daughter
was a freshman in high
school last fall and her
husband is a district
manager for the S. F.
Examiner. . . Francis
Olson '64 runs the family
farm in Kentucky and
says that greater efficiency comes with years
of experience so that
greater progress is made.
He is still teaching
grades 9-12 in a small
school of 400 students.
William Arens'65 is
co-author of Contemporary Advertising, a textbook on the art of advertisement writing for
use in journalism classes.
Not only was he coauthor, but he prepared
the promotional material
for the publisher, putting
to use the concepts he
describes in the book!
This might well become
THE book for students,
but Bill prefers to wait
until the end of its first
year to see if it teaches
as well as it reads.
Lois (Anderson) Barker
'65 is Executive Director of the Bonneville
Chapter, American Red
Cross, serving a threecounty area. She is
President of the Ogden
Junior League for
1983 and has been a
voting delegate at two
national delegations.
Kenneth B. Hunt '65
writes that he and Marilyn
(Temple '67) and their
five children are celebrating their 10th year in
Utah. Ken owns an insurance agency and has
recently been named
chairman of the Utah
Insurance Consumer
Action Committee.
Barry W. Uzel'65 is
now President and Chief
Executive Officer of the
National Bank of
California. He was pre-

viously with Lloyds Bank
California for 17 years,
where he was Senior Vice
President and Corporate
Banking Head of its main
office and commercial/
corporate banking activitties. In addition to his
B.A. he has an M.Sc. in
finance from CSULB and
a graduate certificate
from the Stanford U.
Graduate School of
Credit & Financial Management. . . After a stint
with the Foreign Office,
Karol A. E. Williams'65
received her M.D. from
The University of
Health Sciences/The
Chicago Medical School
in June 1981. We wish
her all the best in her
new profession.
James M. Coppula '66
reports that he is in his
15th year of teaching in
Buena Park School
District. . . Bonnie
(Guldstrand) Lowenstam
'66 produced and directed "Canterbury Tales"
last summer, first at
Dominguez Hills and
then in the Caliboard
Theatre in Los Angeles.
.Len Mussack '66
has retired from coaching
the Royal Oak Romans
(The San Gabriel Valley
Tribune reports). The
paper called him one of
the most successful
football coaches in the
Valley during his 11-year
career. He will remain at
the school as a teacher
.and as girls' softball
coach.
The Rev. Gilford
Bisjak, Jr. '67 is now
pastor of the Alpine
Community Church.
Born in Arizona, Gil
received his M.A. from
Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, and has
completed work on his
Ph.D. He has served as
pastor in Silver City,
NM and in Prescott, AZ.
Al and Maggi
(Bloom '68) Eichorn '67
made their TV debut

when interviewed with
their three-year old
daughter for the series
"The Empty Cradle."
They have been speaking
to prospective adoptive
parents for various
agencies in New England.
Al is now marketing manager for Linatex Corp.
and Maggi is a 1-2 multigrade teacher at Parker
School in Tolland, Conn.
Tim Heck '67 is the
recipient of the Forest
Service 75th Anniversary
Conservation Award. He
has worked for four years
as director of the Youth
Conservation Corps. In
addition to teaching and
coaching for the past 11
years in Maxwell, CA,
Tim is working during
the summers at Juvenile
Detention Camp in
Mendocino National
Forest. He and his wife,
Jenny (Smith '69) live
with their four children
in Willows. . . Mary
(Byron) Sears '67 teaches
5th grade in Shaftesbury,
Vermont and during the
summer of 1982 taught
computerprogramming
to 5th-8th graders. She
is past president of the
Board of Directors of a
residential treatment
center for delinquent
boys aged 13-18. She
has two children, David
(10) and Elizabeth (6).
•
The Alumni Office has
finally caught up with Dr.
S. Alex Stalcup '67, who
is an assistant professor
of medicine at the College
of Physicians & Surgeons
of Columbia University
in New York. He gave a
brief synopsis of his
activities since leaving
Whittier. While in medical school he married
Janice, a Vanderbilt grad
who is now finishing her
Ph.D. in Public Health
and he is director of the
Mediator Research Laboratory. He is also an
attending pediatrician at
Presbyterian Hospital,
working principally in

the intensive care unit.
Janice and Alex have
four children, three boys
and a girl, with ages
ranging from 10 to 2.
Andrea Gale Hammer
'68 has been appointed
assistant professor of
English at St. Mary's
College in Maryland. She
received her M.A. from
Humboldt State U. and
her Ph.D. from UC Davis,
and has been on the
faculty at both these
institutions. . . Dr.
Gabriela Kaplan '68 was
a radiologist at Johns
Hopkins Hospital for two
years. She is now in
private practice in
Lakewood, Ohio.
Gene Moscovitch '68
served as the statewide
director for issues and
research for the committee for "Bradley for
Governor."
Christine (Portigal)
Gillette '69 is a resource
specialist for Special
Education at Walnut HS.
She and her 7-year old
daughter enjoy camping.
Judi (Jeffers) Selich '69
teaches 8th graders in
the Fountain Valley
School District and also
has her own interior decorating company, Del
Mar Designs. Husband,
Ed, is project director for
Cadillac Fairview Homes
West, Inc. They live w
with daughter Adrienne
(5) in Corona Del Mar.
Sinara Stull '69 has
been gaining additional
experience in her acting
career. In addition to
doing cosmetic modelling
for Bullocks, she has
been in an NBC movie
("First Experience"); in
several Cable TV "shorts"
including "Sand Shark,"
and "The Johnny Revolting Show," as well as
"Right of Way" with
Bette Davis and Jimmy
Stewart. She also appeared in the Granada Hills
Community Theatre
production of Blithe
Spirit and A Christmas
Carol.

1970s
Dean Alger '70 is now
a professor of political
science at Moorhead
State University, MN.
He earned his Ph.D. at
U.C. Riverside in 1978
and has taught at Redlands ("defecting" as he
wrote, "to the old rival! ")
and the University of
Iowa. He added that the
"wonderful, very civilized
Ben Burnett was a great
inspiration to me in
pursuing political
science." . . . Grant
Brown '70 is currently
Director of Music at the
largest Presbyterian
Church in the U.S.,
Highland Park in Dallas,
with 8,000 members. He
heads a staff of 19 and
overseas a program of 12
choirs and a bell choir as
well as two concert
series, including artists
such as Phillipe Entremont, The Vienna Boys
Choir and the Roger
Wagner Chorale. In
addition, his group records for the Billy
Graham Evangelism
Association and produces
records and tapes with
the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra. Each summer,
the church stages a
Broadway musical. Now
that schedule should
satisfy the longings of the
most dedicated artiste!.
In one year, Ann
(Pembroke) de Strakosch
'70 achieved two ambitions—she completed her
first marathon and also
her Master's degree in
Special Education. CSU,
Fullerton, awarded her
the "Outstanding Graduate Student Award, and
in addition she was
selected as "Teacher of
the Year" in the Rowland
Unified S.D. "Last June
she "survived" a minitriathalon with a rough
water swim. . . News of
Stephen R. Stokes '70
from his mother, Marian

(Swope '40). He is an
engineer with Lancer
Electronics and has a son
and daughter (8 and 6)
whom his mother hopes
will also become Whittier
alumni. . . Lawrence R.
Whalley '70, CPCU, ARM,
ACLM, international
underwriter with Kemper
International Insurance
Co., Long Grove, Ill, has
just won the Insurance
Institute of America
Distinguished Graduate
Awarc for the Associate
in Loss Control Management Program. He and
his wife, Jill, have three
children and live in Cary,
Illinois.
Mike Adams '71, former Director of Admissions, is now Manager
of Personnel Administration for Global Marine
Drilling Company. Wife,
Cathy (Hines '72), is
teaching 5th grade in CyFairbanks School
District. Mike and Rich
Pastrano '75 have returned to school this year
(studying what? My
notes aren't clear on that
Mike. Ed.) If anyone
heads Houston way, give
Mike a call at work, he
and Cathy would love to
see old friends. . . Some
people have all the luck!
John and Margie
(Arvizu '72) Bernal '71
are among them. Two
years ago, Margie won
$27,000 on a TV game
show, now she has
appeared in another
and won yet another
$27,000. As she says,
"Not a bad way to make
a living!". . . Diane
(Feikert) Birt '71, a Ph.D.
who is an experimental
nutritionist and one of
the researchers at Eppley
Cancer Institute (Nebraska), has confirmed
that high fat diet has a
role in the formation of
some forms of cancer. Her
research, and that of
the Institute, has been
based on studies with
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hamsters. Pancreas, breast
and colon malignancies
appear to be most
affected by such diets.
The fat apparently enhances development of
tumors but does not
necessarily help them
start. Dr. Birt's research
was published in the
December Journal of the
National Cancer Institute.

•
. Peggy Dobreer '71
was a member of the
Padua Hills Playwrights
Festival in July, after
which she went on to
the Mann Playwrights
Festival. . . The Rev.
Stephen J. Mather '71
is serving as pastor of
the Memorial Presbyterian Church of Fox
Chase in Rockledge, PA.

In Memoriam
The tragic death, on July 8, 1982, of Lt. Comdr.
Barbara (Allen) Rainey USNR, Class of 1971, shocked
and saddened all who knew her.
Her husband, Lt. Comdr. John C. Rainey USNR,
whom she married when they both won their wings in
1974, and Christine (Portigal '69) Gillette, havepaid
tribute to Barb's exceptional capacity for living her
life as fully as any one individual could.
"While at Whittier she was a scholar, an athlete, and a
Thalian," Christine wrote. "She came from a Navy
home, so it seemed only natural that she should join
the Navy after graduation. . . She loved flying and
she died flying. She was buried in Arlington National
Cemetry with full military honors."
Barb was qualified to fly the C-1A, the Sabreliner (a
small corporate executive jet), the DC-6, and the
DC-9 as well as the T-34C which she was flying on a
training flight when it crashed. She died just short of
her 34th birthday. She was not only the first woman
designated a Naval Aviator, but also the first
woman qualified to fly jet aircraft.
She had completed work towards a Master's degree in
exercise physiology and had assisted in research at
NASA Ames concerning physiological stresses associated
with the astronaut program.
Her husband paid her a final and moving tribute:
"Barb was the mother of two daughters, Cynthia
(1978) and Katie (1981)," he wrote. "She continued to
pilot aircraft until she was six months pregnant with
both of our daughters, proving that pregnancy need not
curtail aviation activity.
"Barb was a very multi-faceted yet simple person. She
was the most determined, dedicated person I have
ever known, while still maintaining a warmth and humor
seldom seen in over-achievers.
"She was quite a lady."
(Friends of Barbara who wish to contribute to
her memory may do so by sending a check to Thalian
Alumnae, do Christine Gillette, 21945 Santa quin,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765. Please designate on the check
what the contribution is for. Donations will be used
by Wardman Library to purchase books in the area of
athletics, women's rights and aviation.)
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He received his M.Div. in
1974 from Princeton
Theological Seminary
and was ordained in
September of that year.
In June 1982 he was
awarded a Master of
Theology in Church History by Princeton and is
now a doctoral candidate
at San Francisco Theological Seminary. He

has served pastorates
in California, Arizona
and Delaware.
In the Fall 1981 issue of
THE ROCK we reported
the birth of Sara Michelle
Ostlie. Now we have
news of her Mom and
Dad. John Ostlie '71 is
teaching auto at Canyon
H.S. in Anaheim Hills,
Ten (Moser '74) is

"enjoying motherhood,"
having taken a few years
off from teaching to look
after Sara and work in
the garden (31/2 acres in
Lake Mathews Estates—a
challenge and a joy no
doubt!). . . John F.
Rothman '71 was reelected to another term
as president of the
Zionist Organization of
America, with offices in
San Francisco. in May
1982 he delivered the
baccalaureate speech at
the U.S.A.F. Academy
and was invited to serve
on the National Board of
Trustees of the American
Zionist Youth Foundattion. His name appears
in the current issue of
Who's Who in California.
. . William E. Sydnor
•
'71 is an academic skills
counselor at Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo, where
he and his wife, Dana, are
now living. Bill was
formerly director of the
Learning Assistance
Center at Marymount
Palos Verdes College. He
recently published a 215page genealogy on the
Marshburn family.
Librarian Philip O'Brien
'61 is delighted that a
copy will be placed on
the library shelves. Dana
is a full-time student,
working on a degree in
fine arts at Cuesta College.
James J. Wetering
'71 has "happily remarried" and he and his
wife, Chris, expected
their first child last
December. At the time
of going to press, we
haven't received notice
of the birth. The new
Wetering, either Megan
or Andrew, will join
James' three other children, Elise (10), Ryan
(7) and Nate (5). The
Weterings live in Monrovia, where James is a
sales rep for Hitachi
Metals America.
Janet E. (Dreher) '71 is
another classmate who
was expecting a baby

last December. Janet was
married on April 15,
1978 and already has a
2-year old daughter.
Best of luck to you,
Janet! . . . Dr. William
Mason was recently
elected to the Board of
Directors of the Rohnert
Park Chamber of Commerce. His name appears
in the 1983 Who's Who
in California. Bill and
Susie (Boster '73) made
their first trip to Hawaii
in May 1982, when he
was a representative to
the House of Delegates of
the California Podiatry
Association, representing
Redwood Empire (north
coast) foot doctors.
News of Eric and Christine (Reel '72) Nelson '72.
Eric received his Master's
in choral conduction
from Cal State Fullerton
in June 1982. He is choral
director at St. Paul's
HS in Santa Fe Springs
and continues as director
of music at First Christian Church in Whittier.
Richard W. Buck '73
and his wife live in Dallas
and are looking forward
to the 10th Reunion of
the Class next year.
Kathy (Morgan) Jarus
'73 completed her M.A.
in speech pathology at
Whittier in May 1981.
With two small children,
she is staying home for
the time being. Home is
now Key Biscayne,
Florida, where her husband has a fellowship
at Bascorn-Palmer Eye
Institute in Miami. After
next year, they expect to
be back in Whittier while
he makes plans to set up
an ophthalmology
practice. . . Roxy
(Morey) Lee '73 appeared
as Lady Merrill in Whittier
Community Theatre's
production of Once Upon
a Mattress. . . Tony
Arroyo '73 has recently
joined the staff of the
San Juan Capistrano
library. He hopes to present "social, recreational

and educational programs" in the new
library's auditorium and
so fully utilize his dual
major of Spanish literature and French as well
as his M.A. in library
science. Tony is originally from Mexico City
and became a U.S. citizen
in 1977. He and his
wife, Claire, have a baby
daughter, Jennifer
Dora Lee. . . John S.
Ansell '73 has just been
assigned to the L. A.
area as a professional
sales representative for
Smith, Kline and
French Laboratories in
the SmithKline Beckman
Corporation pharmaceutical division. John's
BA.in biological science
amd his M.B.A. have
prepared him
and his M.B.A. have
prepared him well for his
new post. Since graduation, John has been
teaching in Huntington
Park until he got the
new job. He and his wife,
Elisa, live in Pasadena
Joan C. Donnellan '74,
who received her J.D.
from Pepperdine, has
joined Union Bank's
headquarters banking
office as an associate
council in the Litigation
Department. . . Chris
Edmonds '74 has been
appointed program director for the Cresenta
Canada YMCA in La
Canada/Flintridge. This
will give him an opportunity to try out some new
ideas in training counselors, preparing high
school students during
the entire year instead of
during a two-day orientation program in the
summer. . . Ramsey A.
Ezaki '74 has accepted a
faculty appointment at
USC School of Dentistry
in the Restorative Department. He continues to
practice full-time at his
Walnut office. . . Paul
W. Hayman '74 received

his Ph.D. in June 1982
from St. Louis University. . . Judith W. Kent
'74 has been named vice
president in charge of
accounting and reporting
for First Interstate Bancorp. Judith is a certified
public accountant and
has been with First
Interstate since 1978.
She has been the Assistant
Treasurer of the Corporation since 1979. She is
living in San Pedro.
Anthony D. Mason '74 is
now a cash management
analyst for the L. A.
County Treasury Depart-

R

obert H. Fish '72,
formerly vice president of the Hospital
Council of Northern
California, has been
appointed Administrator
of Valley Memorial Hospital in Livermore, where
he was project director/
administrator from
1978-79.
Bob received his MA
in hospital administration at U.C. Berkeley
and co-authored the New
Mexico Community
Health Act in 1975. He
serves on the Board of
Directors of California
Health Management
Systems and is advisory
director, Council of
Shared Services.
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ment. . . Paul Selski '74
has been practising denttistry for over four years
now, since his graduation
from the Pacific Dental
School in San Francisco
in 1978. Dentistry isn't
all he'spractising, however. . . he and his wife,
Eva, are avid folk dancers
and he belongs to a professional folk dance
troupe in the L.A. area.
The "dancin' dentist"
would like to say "hello"
to his classmates and to
all his instructors.
Sherri Lusk '75 is still
managing "The Oaks"
Shopping Center in
Thousand The and was
recently selected from 42
Hahn-managed shopping
centers across the nation
as "Manager of the Year.
Once aain, congratulations Srierri!. . . N.
Richard Pastrano '75,
Wage and Salary Coordinator for Conoco,
Inc., has been named by
the American Compensation Association as a
Certified Compensation
Professional, and can
now put the distinguished
initials "CCP" after his
name. Rich successfully
passed the five comprehensive exams required
for certification.
Wearing Handboks, Debbi (Collins '74) and Rick Kightlinger '75
Lt. Corinne McConkle
with Trina at the Su Won Folk Village outside of Seoul.
'76 is now an engineering
instructor at Surface
Warfare Officers School
ick and Debbi (Collins '74) Kightlinger '75 have
been really busy. In 1981-82 Debbi taught French in Coronado. She just
and English to the military and civilian dependents on a finished a tour of duty
"postage stamp" sized army base in Pusan, South Korea. on the USS Dixie Ad-14
as damae control enDuring that time, Rick became a "househusband"
gineer, curing which she
and looked after their daughter Trina (then 2). They
made two Westpac
were both grateful to be able to take leave from
cruises
to Australia,
their full-time positions at Bell Gardens High School.
Africa, Maurititius, the
Last year their vacation took them to Japan three
Philippines, Hawaii,
times and to Okinawa, the Philippines, Hong Kong
Diego Garcia and Pakis(twice), China, Thailand, Malaysia, India, Indonesia,
tan
and was on the deSingapore and a few European countries! Their travels
commissioning crew for
resulted in several reunions with alumni, including
Dr. Steven Wan '73 and his wife at Christmas; Marynelle the ship, which was the
oldest in the navy, having
(Ellis '73) and Lawrence Huang '75 in Jakarta; and
been on continuous
Darlene (Koucky '76) and Dick Balkus'75 in Virginia.
active duty from 1940 to
They are back at Bell Gardens now, where Rick
1982. . .Ruby Rubenis in the business department with Mike Sands '73
stein
'76 lives in Studio
and Debbi is teaching French and Spanish.
City and substitute
teaches in the Valley. She
is also working for her
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M.A. at CSU Northridge
and remains active at the
Megaw Theatre
Richard Scaffidi '76
is not only Assistant
Director of Admissions
at Whittier, he also fills
in for Dr. Jack DeVries
when that excellent
professor is away—as he
was in Copenhagen
recently. On that occasion, Richard directed
The House of Blue
Leaves, a college production for the Fall
semester. . . Roxanne
Smith '76 is still appearing at the De Lacey Street
Theatre in Pasadena.
Although there's very
little seating, the productions are always
first class and well worth
attending.
James H. Reynolds '77
has moved to Bozeman
(Montana), where, he
tells us, he has "started a
drip irrigation business
and is operating a truck
farm but. . . we couldn't
get any trucks to grow
this year!" . . . Daniel
Stewart '77, formerly
with the Watsonville
Register-Parjaronian, has
been appointed classified
advertising manager of
the Peninsula Herald in
Monterey. . . Two
alumni from the 70's
appeared in the Rio
Hondo production of the
musical version of Two
Gentlemen of Verona,
Richard and Candy
(Bumgardner '79) Vicariis
'77.
Peter C. Clement '78
has officially announced
the opening of his law
office in Bay Harbor
Islands, Florida. Congratulations, Peter!.
In the Spring of 1982,
Vanessa (Ament) Crosby
'78 appeared at The Horn
in Santa Monica. . . The
Whittier College-inCopenhagen is a romantic
trip for all who participate—the sights and
sounds are all new and exciting, but the 1976 Jan-

uary Interim led to real
romance for Anita
Boudinot '78 and John
Pilkington '78. That was
where they first met and
they were married in
June 1982! John first
worked for Amfac Inc.
and now works for Exxon
Enterprises in San
Francisco as a financial
analyst. . . Tony Tricoli
'78 reports that he passed
his comprehensive exams
and has advanced to the
3rd chapter of his dissertation for the doctorate
at Pepperdine. He has
left educational administration and is now Indutrial Engineer/Cost
Improvement Coordintor for Hughes Aircraft in
Fullerton. He will continue to work for Coastline Community College
as Evening Administrator for two satellite
campuses. Tony would
like news of classmates
Chuck Larkham, David
Suter, Mike Natalie, Dean
Ward, Joe Sanchez, Sue
Fenske, Lisa Kellogg,
Donna (Basham) Keims
and Linda Bohren. If any
of you read this and
would like to contact
Tony, write the Alumni
Office and we'll forward
your letters . . . Ken
Waters '78 has been restationed at Hickham
AFB in Hawaii as a
Weather Satellite Officer.
He is also enrolled in
the Master's program for
geography at the
University of Hawaii.
Michael and Linda
(Sharp '78) Brand '79 live
in Lake Oswego, OR.
Mike has been promoted
by Tektronix and is
now responsible for a
division of 6,000 people
learning how to use a
new production and
inventory control software system.. . Susan
Garfield '79, who has had
a sales oriented background, including convention sales at the Sheraton

Anaheim Hotel, is now a
member of the chain's
marketing team in Silver
Spring, Maryland.
Sheldon Haun '79 is
doing well with the repertory company he founded
in Nevada and by now
has staged South Pacific
at the Reno Hilton.
Marjorie Lawrence '79
spent the summer of
1982 in Europe and is
now back to teaching at
Dexter J.H. in Whittier.
She is also taking classes
at Fullerton toward an
advanced degree.
Four alumni were at the
wedding of Deanna Irvin
'79 to Ed Severn in Nov.
1981: classmates David
Allen, Pam McDonald
and Deborah Banks and
Heidi (Johnson) Brockman '81. Deanna is a
retail executive with
Mervyns in Stockton and
Ed works for a local ambulance company.
Sherry (Blechen '79) and
Sam Prieto '79 have just
bought a new home in
Porter Ranch, Northridge. Sam's promotion
to Executive Vice President in management
for S.C.E. keeps him
busy. Sherry teaches 4th
and 5th grades in Baldwin Park.(Sherry.
the Athenians want to
say "hello" and they
really miss you!)

Violinist Richard L.
Altenbach '80 was named
2nd place winner of the
3rd Annual Paul Rolland
String Competition held
at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. . .Janet (Sharpe)
Bishop '80 is still singing
with the Orange County
Master Chorale.
Nancy Boster '80 was a
member of the Oxy
Summer Drama Festival
in the summer (1982),
as were a number of
other alumni . . . 1st Lt.

Anthony F. Brown '80
writes: "Tony Brown, a
Franklin alumnus, says
'Hello Boys, doing fine,
will see you soon. The
Commander.".
Jeffrey G. Smith '80 is
now Assistant General
Manager of the Long
Beach diaper service,
Blessings Corporation.
Julie Baker '81 was
included in the 1981
edition of Outstanding
Young Women of America. She attended Polytechnic and Mayfield
Schools and received her
M.A. in speech pathology
from Whittier. . . Bret
Johnson '81 is a student
at Talbot Theological
Seminary, working for
his Master's in Divinity.
Cathy Pearce '81
is still working in pediatrics at U.C. Irvine.
She tells us that her
roommmate, Lisa
Behrens '82, has left to
attend graduate school
in Indiana. . . John
Sullivan '81 was musical
director for a production
of Godspell at his church
in La Habra last summer.
Beth Fernandez '82,
whose senior project
while at Whittier was on
the art of puppets, has
been one of the leaders
in a puppet show business
"All Dragons Don't."
This is a 20-minute presentation dealing with
the problems of cigarette
smoking, which is featured by the Assistance
League of Pasadena, in
California House in that
city. Beth learned her
art in the Pasadena city
school system and as a
high school teacher, and
did shows for Macabob's
Toy Shop for three years.
John Fishbach '82
is now doing graduate
work at the University
of Texas, Austin, and is
much impressed by the
grandeur of their
Performing Arts Center
Concert Hall—one of
seven theatres on the

campus..(We're not
worried! When our
Performing Arts Center
is built the rest of the
world may turn green
with envy!) John is
directing works by Ibsen
and Odets and will
later be involved with
the plays of Moliere
and Shakespeare.
Having been granted
the title of Honorary
Alumnus, Harry W.
Nerhood '82H, Professor
of History Emeritus, has
a right to be heard in
these columns. We
recently had a note from
him and his wife, Leona,
commenting on the
Elderhostel Program on
campus last summer.
It was in the form of two
quatrains, which go:
Two by two, side by
side,
Here they come, all
delighted.
What's the attraction?
Zero Mostel?
Two by two, side by
side,
Here they come, all
excited.
Not Zero Mostel, Elder
Hostel!
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Marriages
Carole A. DeSaram to Dr.
Raymond Erickson '63,
May 1982.
Linda Paterson '68 to
William A. Lennertz '57,
December 31, 1980.
Eva Klein to Paul Seiski
'74, August 15, 1982.
Shelly S. Midkiff '74 to
Mario Borunda '74, July
31, 1982.
Love Moore '74 to
William Glendinning,
April 16, 1982.
Barbara Sexton '74 to
Jon Petway, January 9,
1982.
Anita Boudinot '78 to
John Pilkington '78,
June 1982.
Lisa Kellogg '78 to
Robinson Montes, September 11, 1982.

Deanna L. Irvin '79 to Ed
Severn, November 7,
1981.
Debra Thompson '79 to
Don Ross, August 8,
1982.
Donna Baldwin '80 to
Lochlin Caffey, October
1982.
Betsy Herring '80 to
Jim Mazer '81, August 28,
1982.
Janet Sharpe '80 to
Michael Bishop, May 1,
1982.
Allison Hawley '84 to
James P. Pigott '80,
June 5, 1982.

In Memoriam
1905 Mabel Hodson, July 1,
1982
1916 Gladys Wildman,
October 14, 1982.
1917 Clara (Baker) Haskett,
October, 1982.
1919 Lois M.(Bennick)
Sharpless, July 1,
1982.
1920 Josephine (Frazier)
Richards, September
18, 1982.
Ruth (Cahome)
Vesper, June 28, 1982.
1922 Samuel P. Pickett,
July 22, 1982.
1923 Vivian (Kuehn) Petz,
June 21, 1982.
1924 Walter J. B. Jessup,
September 14, 1982.
1927 Robert D. Ashton,
October 20, 1982.
1929 William W. Bigbee,
August 17, 1982.
Helen Tait Andrews
Pridham, January 18,
1982.
1930 Arilita(Roberts)
Wandling, November
1982.
1933 Kenneth 0. Goodge,
August 1, 1982.
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1934 Stella J. (Thompson)
Gregory, November 5,
1982.
Raymond Jordan
January 1982.
Priscilla (Bushnell)
Legg, December 7,
1981.
Barbara (Rees)
Marshburn, December
6, 1982.
1941 Betty Kay Merritt,
September 8, 1982.
1947 Kenneth G. Beyer,
November 1, 1982.
1952 Roy E. Harry, July 18,
1982.
Norman Van Ignatius,
Summer 1982.
1956 Virgil DeLapp,
August 9, 1982.
1967 Denise (Dukes)
Belding, July 24,
1982.
1970 Mervin Metz, February
1982.
1971 Lt. Comdr. Rwbara
(Allen) Rainey, USNR,
July 8, 1982.
1976 Susan V. (Stepek)
Dickinson, October
22, 1982.

Births
To Veravee and James M.
Coppula '66, a son,
Anthony James, April
15,
1981.
To Sandra (Hayden '67)
and William Davidson, a
son, Ian William, July 8,
1982.
To Barbara and Charles
Elliott '67, a son,
Charles, June 30, 1982.
To Yolanda Marie and
Carlos Barriga '68, a
son and first child,
Stephen Matthew,
November 21, 1982.
To Susan (Garber '68)
and Brian McDonald '68,
a second daughter,
Devon, July 1982.
To Judy (Hendrix '68)
and Chuck Shaffer, a
daughter, Kara Lee,
October 4, 1982. A sister
for Erik and Randy.
To Marie (Layaye '69)
and Sam Patterson '69,
a daughter, Kristine
Marie, a sister for Kathy,
Sammy and Elizabeth,
February 1, 1982.
To Ten (Spence '70) and
Dan Varbel, a son, David,
August 4, 1982.
To Nina and Arturo C.
Porzecanski '71, a son,
Marc Vito, September
16,
1982.
To Katie and Charles
Young '71, a son and
second child, Jeffrey
Charles, September 11,
1981.

To Renee (Wong) Yuen
'71 a baby girl, Lauren,
October 1982.
To Candace and William
Rollins '72, a daughter,
Elyse Nicolle, March 8,
1982. A sister for Lynn.
To Claire and Tony
Arroyo '73, a daughter, Jennifer Dora Lee,
April 1982.
To Kathy (Morgan '73)
and Glen Jarus, a
daughter, Maureen Marie,
a sister for Ryan Paul,
February 18, 1982.
To Tyra and Anthony
Mason '74, a son,
Anthony, August 6, 1981.
To Sally (Owens '75) and
Robert A. Clemmons '73,
a baby girl, Cara Jeanne,
a sister to Janelle Marie,
August 30, 1982.
To Gaylen (Griffenhagen
'75) and Donald Roe,
a daughter, Andrea Diane,
April 22, 1982.
To Carol (Blumer '74)
and Gene Snook '75, a
daughter, Lisa Marie,
May 25, 1982, a sister
for Scotty.
To Edna (Truesdell '75)
and William Pelzman, a
son, Christopher Andrew
"Andy," October 1,
1982.
To Luann (Lea! '75) and
Jim Macdonald '76, a
baby girl, Katelyn Marie,
September 3, 1982.
To Gina and Ron
Rybkowski '80, a daughter, Heather Louise,
September 19, 1982.
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